OFFICE OF EDUCATION Tf IIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN REPRODUCED EXACTLY AS RECEIVED FROM
A series of lessons which calls for the student to use skillfully his five senses demands neither extraordinary intelligence nor maturity. Even the weakest student can create sensory images which are striking and noteworthy. The key to success is not necessarily brain power, but the willingness to replace stereotyped descriptions with fresh new observations. Here are some suggested activities for training the senses which have worked successfully for my students.
First, put on the board a word such as ocean or lake, one that lends itself to image making. Then ask the students to call out as many picture words as they can which could be used to describe the subject named. Another activity which calls for a sharpening of vocabulary is to put on the board a sentence such as, "The girl walked down the hall." Ask the class to imagine the girl in a definite situation:
(1) "The girl looks at the clock and realizes she has forty-five seconds left before the tardy bell rings. Her class is on the other side of the building." (2) "The girl has been reprimanded by her teacher for talking out of turn and has been sent to the principal's office for discipline." Then have the class list verbs for each sentence which would be more descriptive of the girl's actions in the situation than the verb walk. From ten to forty verbs may be suggested by the average class.
During this lesson someone is likely to ask if he may consult a dictionary to find synonyms for walk. This is the golden moment to introduce a thesaurus, if the student., are not already familiar with it. Students should first, be exposed to the college thesaurus rather than the standard version because the former is arranged alphabetically.
Once the student has sharpened his word choices and realizes the value of using the exact rather than the approximate or nearly right word, it is time to start on specific training for each of the five senses. To be stressed is the importance of first-hand, first-person observation. Trite, hackneyed expressions show up quickly in the writing of students who try to recollect a sensory experience, rather than writing about it while thc experience is fresh in mind. Some- 
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times it is lielpful to remind students that Hemingway and Hawthorne kept notebooks just for the purpose of recording their day-to-day observations; these details were later used in their writing.
An activity which often brings good results is to have the student divide his paper into five parts, each corresponding to one of the senses. As a homework assignment, the student fills in the five sections with words and details whic'.
describe particular items of food as they are cooked for dinner or breakfast. It should be pointed out beforehand that the preparation of a fried or scrambled egg is likely to produce more interesting details than that of a hard-cooked one. Later the student may develop his list into sentences or paragraphs which involve as many of the senses as possible. Combined with this may be another brief word-building exercise, in which the values of sizzle, crackle, splatter, used in describing a frying egg are shown to be more appropriate than cook and fry.
If the students insist on following the Wordsworthian concept of "emotion recalled in retrospect,' which may be .1ppropriate for poetry but not for sensory writing, you may wish to do some descriptive work in class. To develop awareness of touch, supply the students with such diverse (and unbreakable) items as a hair roller, embossed cap pis-. tol, snippet of net, taffeta or silk; foam rubber powder puff or bath mit, squirt of lotion or vaseline, emery board, ridged Christmas tree bulb, or charm bracelet. Number the items beforehand. Ask the student to It appropriate descriptive words in sections of his paper corresponding to the numbers of the items. Again, the importance of selection of image-making words must be stressed. To develop perception to smell, the teacher should supply numbered plastic bottles containing small amounts of vinegar, perfume, hand lotion, Vicks, chocolate, shampoo, mouthwash, after-shave lotion, and linament. Explain to the class that to name and identify the item is not important; to describe exactly% its odor is. While these two activities are most effective for the senses of touch and smell, singly, you may also find it effective to have .students describe the items involving all the senses.
The senses of sight, hearing, and tasting may be treated in class in a similar manner, using items supplied by the teacher or students.
A useful activity at this point is a study of sensory appeals in a,dvertising.
Television commercials on mixes for cakes, pizza, and cookies, along with colorful two-page food spreads in such magazines as Better Homes and Gardens and McCall's, furnish good examples for this study. The food pictures have arnazing effectiveness with classes meeting directly before lunch, whereas their appeal seems to taper off starting around 1:00 p.m.
After noting the careful word choices of writers of TV commercials and advertising copy, the student may wish to try his own commercial. Display a folder of food pictures in color, naturally which can be used by the class for this assignment. Pictures of cake, cookies, baked Alaska, pie, and pizza usually prove to be effective for promoting sensory description, while pictures of fruit, nuts, cereal items lacking in appeal to one or more of the senses fail to motivate the student strongly. Have the student imagine that he is sitting down at the table to eat the luscious item depicted in the picture and that he is to write a paragraph describing the food as it appeals to the senses. Re-emphasize why sentences such as "The strawberry shortcake looks good" and "The pizza After concentrated effort on short assignments such as these, progress to a longer piece of writing. Here are two novel assignments which call for the student's using his imagination.
The first is a description of a location outside the school which has outstan ding sensory appeal. Bakeries, drive-in restaurants, gas stations, candy shops, beauty salons, barber shops, dime stores, soda fountains, the woods in spring or fall, or the kitchen at home will furnish the aspiring writer with ample material for a two or three-page sensory theme. Before writing, the student should visit the place he plans to write about, jotting down in his notebook as many sensory details as he can. Later, to facilitate writing the theme, these details can be listed in groups according to each of the five senses. As he compiles his list, the student, hopefully, will include those descriptive words which he finds to be the most exact, and will eliminate those which add nothing to his word picture. Careful preparation of the list will save time and effort when preparing drafts of the theme itself.
After the student prepares his list, you will probably wish to evaluate it for word choice and originality of observation before the student begins work on his theme. 7ou may wish to suggest two possible ways to organize the theme. Easiest for the student who has trouble organizing is to arrange the ideas sense by sense.
